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Abstract

 

Research over the past 20 years has revealed that even very young infants possess expectations about physical events, and that
these expectations undergo significant developments during the first year of life. In this article, I first review some of this research,
focusing on infants’ expectations about occlusion, containment, and covering events, all of which involve hidden objects. Next,
I present an account of infants’ physical reasoning that integrates these various findings, and describe new experiments that
test predictions from this account. Finally, because all of the research I discuss uses the violation-of-expectation method, I address
recent concerns about this method and summarize new findings that help alleviate these concerns.

 

Introduction

 

As adults, we possess a great deal of knowledge about
the physical world, which we use for many different pur-
poses: for example, to predict and interpret the outcomes
of physical events, to guide our actions on objects, to
interpret others’ actions, and even to entertain or deceive
others. Over the past 20 years, my collaborators and I
have been studying how infants use their developing
physical knowledge to predict and interpret the outcomes
of the physical events they observe.

As we all know, Piaget (1952, 1954) was the first resear-
cher to examine the development of infants’ physical
knowledge. Through his observations and writings, Piaget
raised many fascinating questions about infants’ under-
standing of objects, space, time and causality. Unfortu-
nately, Piaget did not have access to the sophisticated
new methods available to us today, and so his conclusions
tended to underestimate infants’ physical knowledge and
reasoning abilities. These new methods have yielded two
general findings: (1) even very young infants possess
expectations about various physical events, and (2) these
expectations undergo significant developments during
the first year of life (for recent reviews, see Baillargeon,

2001, 2002). In this article, I illustrate these general find-
ings by focusing on one small portion of infants’ physical
knowledge, namely, infants’ ability to predict and inter-
pret the outcomes of physical events involving 

 

hidden
objects

 

.
Recent research suggests that infants form distinct

event categories, such as containment, support and
collision events. The evidence for these event categories
comes from several subfields of infant cognition, including
category discrimination, physical reasoning, perseveration
and object individuation (e.g. Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2003;
Casasola, Cohen & Chiarello, 2003; Hespos & Baillargeon,
2001a; McDonough, Choi & Mandler, 2003; Munakata,
1997; Needham & Ormsbee, 2003; Wilcox & Baillargeon,
1998a; Wilcox & Chapa, 2002; for a partial review, see
Baillargeon & Wang, 2002). In this article, I focus on
three event categories that involve hidden objects: 

 

occlu-
sion

 

 events (which are events in which one object moves
or is placed behind a nearer object, or occluder); 

 

contain-
ment

 

 events (which are events in which an object is placed
inside a container); and 

 

covering

 

 events (which are events
in which a rigid cover is lowered over an object).

Most of the research I will review used the violation-
of-expectation (VOE) method (e.g. Baillargeon, 1998;
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Wang, Baillargeon & Brueckner, 2004). In a typical ex-
periment, infants see two test events: an 

 

expected

 

 event,
which is consistent with the expectation examined in the
experiment, and an 

 

unexpected

 

 event, which violates this
expectation. With appropriate controls, evidence that
infants look reliably longer at the unexpected than at the
expected event is taken to indicate that infants (1) pos-
sess the expectation under investigation; (2) detect the
violation in the unexpected event; and (3) are ‘surprised’
by this violation. The term ‘surprised’ is intended here
simply as a short-hand descriptor, to denote a state of
heightened interest or attention induced by an expecta-
tion violation. Throughout the article, I will use inter-
changeably the phrases ‘detect a violation’, ‘are surprised
by a violation’ and ‘respond with increased attention to
a violation’.

The article is organized into five main sections. First,
I discuss very young infants’ expectations about hidden
objects. Second, I explore several different ways in which
these expectations develop during the first year of life.
Third, I point out some apparent discrepancies between
the findings discussed in the first and second sections,
and outline a new account of infants’ physical reasoning
that attempts to make sense of  these discrepancies.
Fourth, I describe two lines of research that test pre-
dictions from this account. Finally, I consider recent
concerns about the VOE method, and evaluate these
concerns in light of the findings reviewed in the previous
sections as well as additional findings.

 

1. In the beginning

 

The youngest infants tested successfully to date with the
VOE method are 2.5-month-old infants. To my know-
ledge, there are now six reports indicating that these young
infants can detect violations in occlusion, containment
and covering events. Rather than discussing these experi-
ments in detail, I simply describe the violations that the
infants in these experiments succeeded in detecting.

 

Occlusion events (see Figure 1)

 

Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber and Jacobson (1992)
showed 2.5-month-old infants two barriers standing a
short distance apart on the right end of a platform. A
screen was lowered to hide the barriers, and then an
experimenter’s hand placed a ball on the left end of the
platform and hit it gently it so that it rolled behind the
screen. Finally, the screen was raised to reveal the ball
resting against the second barrier. The infants looked
reliably longer at this event than at a similar, expected
event, suggesting that they believed that the ball contin-

ued to exist after it became hidden, and realized that it
could not roll to the second barrier when the first barrier
blocked its path.

Wilcox, Nadel and Rosser (1996) showed 2.5-month-
old infants a toy lion resting on one of two placemats.
Next, screens hid the placemats, and an experimenter’s
hand entered the apparatus and retrieved the lion from
behind the incorrect screen. The infants detected the
violation in this event, suggesting that they believed that
the lion continued to exist after it became hidden, and
realized that it could not be retrieved from behind one
screen when it was hidden behind the other screen.

In a series of experiments, Andrea Aguiar, Yuyan Luo
and I showed 2.5-month-old infants events in which an
object moved behind one of two screens separated by a
gap; after a few seconds, the object reappeared from
behind the other screen (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999; Luo
& Baillargeon, in press). The same positive results were
obtained whether the screens were symmetrical or asym-
metrical, and whether the object was a short toy mouse
or a tall cylinder. In all cases, the infants responded with
increased attention, suggesting that they believed that
the object continued to exist after it became hidden, and
realized that it could not disappear behind one screen
and reappear from behind the other screen without
appearing in the gap between them.

 

Containment events (see Figure 2)

 

Sue Hespos and I found that 2.5-month-old infants could
detect two different containment violations (Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2001b). In one violation, an experimenter
rotated a tall container forward to show the infants its
closed top. Next, the experimenter placed the container
upright on the apparatus floor and then lowered an
object into the container through its closed top. In the
other violation, an experimenter lowered an object inside
a container with an open top. Next, the experimenter
slid the container forward and to the side to reveal the
object standing in the container’s initial position. The
infants looked reliably longer at these events than at sim-
ilar, expected events, suggesting that they believed that
the object continued to exist after it became hidden, and
realized that it could not pass through the closed top or
the closed walls of the container.

 

Covering events (see Figure 2)

 

Finally, Su-hua Wang, Sarah Paterson and I recently
found that infants aged 2.5 to 3 months could detect
two different covering violations (Wang, Baillargeon &
Paterson, in press). In one violation, the infants first
saw a toy duck resting on the left end of a platform.
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Next, an experimenter’s hand lowered a cover over the
duck. The hand slid the cover to the right end of the
platform and then lifted the cover to reveal no duck. In
the other violation, the middle of the platform was hid-
den by a screen slightly taller than the duck. The hand
lowered the cover over the duck, slid the cover behind
the left half  of the screen, lifted it above the screen,
moved it to the right, lowered it behind the right half  of
the screen, slid it past the screen, and finally lifted it to
reveal the duck. The infants were surprised by these
violations, suggesting that they believed that the duck
continued to exist after it became hidden, and expected
it to move with the cover when the cover was slid but not
lifted to a new location.

 

Conclusions

 

It certainly is impressive that infants as young as 2.5
months of age can detect the various occlusion, contain-
ment and covering violations I have just described. But
how do they come to do so? It does not seem likely that
very young infants would have repeated opportunities
to observe 

 

all

 

 of these events, and to learn to associate each
event with its outcome. A more likely possibility, I believe,
is that suggested by Spelke and her colleagues (e.g. Carey
& Spelke, 1994; Spelke, 1994; Spelke 

 

et al.

 

, 1992; Spelke,
Phillips & Woodward, 1995b): that from an early age
infants interpret physical events in accord with general
principles of 

 

continuity

 

 (objects exist continuously in time

Figure 1 Occlusion violations detected by 2.5-month-old infants: row 1, Spelke et al. (1992); row 2, Wilcox et al. (1996); row 3: 
Aguiar and Baillargeon (1999).
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Figure 2 Top two rows: containment violations detected by 2.5-month-old infants, Hespos and Baillargeon (2001b); bottom two 
rows: covering violations detected by 2.5- to 3-month-old infants, Wang et al. (in press).
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and space) and 

 

solidity

 

 (for two objects to each exist
continuously, the two cannot exist at the same time in
the same space). We return in Section 3 to the question of
whether these principles are likely to be innate or learned.

 

2. Developments

 

The evidence that 2.5-month-old infants already possess
expectations about occlusion, containment and cover-
ing events does not mean that little or no development
remains to take place. In fact, research over the past
10 years has identified many different ways in which
infants’ expectations develop during the first year. In this
section, I discuss three such developments: (a) generat-
ing explanations for occlusion violations; (b) identifying
variables to better predict the outcomes of occlusion
events; and (c) identifying similar variables in contain-
ment and covering events (e.g. Baillargeon & Luo, 2002).

 

2A. Generating explanations

 

We have known for many years that infants are some-
times able to generate explanations for violations in-
volving hidden objects (e.g. Baillargeon, 1994b; Spelke
& Kestenbaum, 1986; Spelke, Kestenbaum, Simons &
Wein, 1995a; Xu & Carey, 1996). In a recent series of
experiments, Andrea Aguiar and I explored the early
development of this ability (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002).

In one experiment, 3- and 3.5-month-old infants were
first habituated to a toy mouse moving back and forth
behind a large screen; the mouse disappeared at one
edge of the screen and reappeared, after an appropriate
interval, at the other edge. Next, a window was created
in the upper or lower half  of the screen, and the mouse
again moved back and forth behind the screen. In the
high-window event, the mouse was shorter than the
bottom of the window and did not become visible when
passing behind the screen. In the low-window event, the
mouse should have become visible, but it again did not
appear in the window.

The 3-month-old infants looked reliably longer at the
low- than at the high-window event, suggesting that they
(1) believed that the mouse continued to exist after it
became hidden behind the screen; (2) realized that the
mouse could not disappear at one edge of the screen and
reappear at the other edge without traveling the distance
behind the screen; and (3) expected the mouse to become
visible in the low window and were surprised that it did
not. In contrast to the 3-month-olds, the 3.5-month-olds
tended to look equally at the two test events. Our inter-
pretation of this negative result was that these older
infants were able to generate an explanation for the

low-window event. Upon seeing that the mouse did not
appear in the low window, the infants inferred that 

 

two

 

mice were involved in the event, one traveling to the left
and one to the right of the screen. By positing the pres-
ence of a second mouse, the infants were able to make
sense of  the low-window event, which then no longer
seemed surprising to them. Unlike the 3.5-month-olds,
the 3-month-olds were not able to spontaneously infer
that two mice were present in the apparatus; because they
could not make sense of the low-window event, this event
remained surprising to them throughout the test trials.

To confirm these interpretations, we conducted several
additional experiments (see Figure 3). For example, in
one condition 3.5-month-old infants saw the same habit-
uation and test events as before with one exception: at
the start of each trial, the screen was briefly lowered to
show that only one mouse was present in the apparatus.
We reasoned that the 3.5-month-olds in this condition
would no longer be able to generate a two-mouse
explanation for the low-window event, and they should
therefore look reliably longer at this event than at the
high-window event. In another condition, 3-month-old
infants were shown similar events, except that two mice
were revealed when the screen was lowered. We reasoned
that if  the 3-month-olds in this condition were able to
take advantage of this two-mouse ‘hint’ to make sense of
the low-window event, they should tend to look equally
at the low- and high-window events. We thus expected
the 3- and 3.5-month-old infants in this experiment to
show the reverse pattern from that in our initial experi-
ment, and that is exactly what we found: the 3.5-month-
old infants, who could no longer generate a two-mouse
explanation, now looked reliably longer at the low- than
at the high-window event; and the 3-month-old infants,
who were shown that two mice were present in the appar-
atus, now looked about equally at the two events.

In another experiment, 3- and 3.5-month-old infants
saw events similar to those in the last experiment, with
one exception: when the screen was lowered at the start
of each trial, the infants could see one mouse and one
small screen that was sufficiently large to hide a second
mouse (see Figure 4). We reasoned that, upon seeing that
the mouse did not appear in the screen’s low window, the
3.5-month-olds might infer that a second mouse had
been hidden behind the small screen, and hence might
look about equally at the low- and high-window events.
As for the 3-month-olds, since these younger infants
did not seem to be able to spontaneously generate a
two-mouse explanation for the low-window event, we
expected that they would look reliably longer at the
low- than at the high-window event. In other words, we
predicted that the results of  this experiment would
mirror those of our initial experiment, and that is indeed
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what we found. The older infants, who could generate an
explanation for the low-window event, tended to look
equally at the events, whereas the younger infants, who
could not generate such an explanation, looked reliably
longer at the low- than at the high-window event.

 

Conclusions

 

The results we have just discussed support two general
conclusions. First, by 3.5 months of age, infants are able
to posit additional objects to make sense of at least some
occlusion violations. As we will see later on, there are
other, more subtle occlusion violations that 3.5- and
even 5.5-month-old infants cannot explain in this way
(e.g. violations in which the upper portion of an object
fails to appear in a high window; see Section 5A). The
range of occlusion violations infants solve by inferring
the presence of an additional object behind an occluder
thus increases steadily with age.

Second, infants younger than 3.5 months of age do
not seem to be able to posit additional objects in occlu-
sion events. We saw earlier that 2.5-month-old infants
are surprised when an object fails to appear between two
screens (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999); and we just saw
that 3-month-old infants are surprised when an object
fails to appear in a screen’s low window (Aguiar &
Baillargeon, 2002). Why younger infants do not spon-
taneously posit the presence of additional objects is an
interesting question for future research. One possibility
is that younger infants are less aware that many objects
(such as toy mice) have duplicates, and hence are less
likely to invoke such explanations. Alternatively, it may
be that, when watching an event, young infants are
initially limited to representing objects they directly see
or have seen (e.g. when shown a toy mouse that moves
across an apparatus and then disappears behind a screen,
infants can represent only the mouse and screen).
Inferring the presence of additional objects – going beyond

Figure 3 Habituation and test events used by Aguiar and Baillargeon (2002); the screen was lowered at the start of each trial to 
reveal either one mouse (3.5-month-old infants) or two mice (3-month-old infants).
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the information given, to borrow Bruner’s (1973) words
– may not be possible in the first 3 months of life, and
may occur only after appropriate developments have
taken place. For example, it may be that in order for
infants to posit objects beyond those immediately given,
connections must be forged between their physical-
reasoning system and a separate, problem-solving system.

 

1

 

2B. Identifying variables in occlusion events

 

Research over the past 10 years has shown that, when
learning about an event category such as support or
collision events, infants identify a series of 

 

variables

 

 or
rules that enable them to predict outcomes within the
category more and more accurately over time (e.g.
Baillargeon, Needham & DeVos, 1992; Dan, Omori &
Tomiyasu, 2000; Huettel & Needham, 2000; Kotovsky
& Baillargeon, 1994, 1998; Sitskoorn & Smitsman, 1995;
Wang, Kaufman & Baillargeon, 2003; for reviews, see
Baillargeon, 1995, 1998, 2002). Recent evidence suggests
that this developmental pattern holds for occlusion
events as well. Although infants realize at an early age
that an object continues to exist 

 

after

 

 it becomes hidden
behind an occluder, as we saw in Section 1, they are
rather poor initially at predicting 

 

when

 

 an object behind
an occluder should be hidden, 

 

how soon

 

 an object should
reappear from behind an occluder, 

 

how long

 

 an object
should take to cross a window in an occluder, and so
on (e.g. Arterberry, 1997; Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999;
Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a;
Lécuyer & Durand, 1998; Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a,
in press; Spelke 

 

et al.

 

, 1995a; Wang 

 

et al.

 

, 2004; Wilcox,
1999; Wilcox & Schweinle, 2003). With experience, infants
identify variables that enable them to predict all of these
outcomes more accurately. Due to space limitations, I
focus here on the first of these developments.

What are some of the variables infants consider to
predict when an object behind an occluder should and
should not be hidden (see Figure 5)? At 2.5 months of
age, infants appear to use only a simple 

 

behind/not-behind

 

variable: they expect an object to be hidden when behind
an occluder and to be visible when not (Aguiar & Bail-
largeon, 1999; Lécuyer & Durand, 1998; Luo & Baillar-
geon, in press). Thus, when a toy mouse moves back and
forth behind two screens, infants expect the mouse to be
hidden when behind each screen and to be visible when
between them, because at that point the mouse does not
lie behind any occluder (see Section 1). However, if  the
screens are connected at the top or bottom, infants now
view them as forming a single occluder, and they expect
the mouse to remain hidden when behind this occluder.
At this age, 

 

any

 

 object is expected to be hidden when
behind 

 

any

 

 occluder. Infants thus detect the violation
shown in the top row of Figure 5, but not those in the
following rows.

At about 3 months of age, infants identify a new
occlusion variable, 

 

lower-edge-discontinuity

 

: they now
expect an object to be hidden when behind an occluder
with a continuous lower edge, but to be visible when
behind an occluder with a discontinuous lower edge
(Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002; Luo & Baillargeon, in press).

 

1

 

Could young infants’ inability to posit the presence of an additional
object behind a screen be due to a more general inability to keep track
of multiple objects at the same time? We think not. Recall that the 3-
month-old infants in our original mouse experiment were surprised
when the mouse failed to appear in the screen’s low window (Aguiar
& Baillargeon, 2002). This response was eliminated when the screen
was first lowered to reveal two mice, but not a mouse and a small screen.
If the infants in these last experiments could keep track of three objects
– two mice and a large screen, or one mouse, one small screen and one
large screen – why did the infants in the original experiment fail to
posit the existence of an additional mouse behind the large screen?

Figure 4 Habituation and test events used by Aguiar and 
Baillargeon (2002) with 3- and 3.5-month-old infants; the 
screen was lowered at the start of each trial to reveal one mouse 
and one small screen large enough to hide a second mouse.
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Infants thus detect the violation shown in the second
row of Figure 5 (see Section 2A), but not those in the
following rows. It is not until infants are about 3.5 to 4
months of age that they identify 

 

height

 

 and 

 

width

 

 as
occlusion variables and expect tall objects to remain
partly visible when behind short occluders (Baillargeon
& DeVos, 1991), and wide objects to remain partly visible
when behind narrow occluders (Wang 

 

et al.

 

, 2004;
Wilcox, 1999; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998b; see Section
5A and Figure 13 for a fuller description of the width
violation in Figure 5).

Finally, at about 7.5 months of age, infants identify

 

transparency

 

 as an occlusion variable: when an object is

placed behind a transparent occluder, infants now expect
the object to be visible through the front of the occluder
and are surprised if  it is not (Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a,
2004b; see Section 2C and Figure 8 for a fuller descrip-
tion of the transparency violation in Figure 5).

 

2

 

Errors of omission and commission

 

The findings I have just summarized indicate that infants’
knowledge of  when objects behind occluders should
and should not be hidden is initially very limited, and
improves steadily as they identify relevant variables. This
description predicts that young infants who have 

 

not

 

 yet
identified a variable should err in two distinct ways in
VOE tasks, when shown violation and non-violation
events involving the variable. First, infants should respond
to violation events consistent with their faulty knowl-
edge as though they were expected. We discussed several
instances of such errors above: recall, for example, that
infants who have not yet identified height as an occlu-
sion variable are not surprised when (or view as expected
a violation event in which) a tall object remains fully
hidden when passing behind a short occluder (Aguiar &
Baillargeon, 2002; Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991; Luo &
Baillargeon, in press). I will refer to this first kind of
error – viewing a violation event as expected – as an
error of 

 

omission.

 

Second, infants should also respond to non-violation
events inconsistent with their faulty knowledge as though
they were unexpected. In other words, infants should
respond to perfectly ordinary and commonplace occlu-
sion events with increased attention, when these events
happen to contradict their limited knowledge. I will refer
to this second kind of error – viewing a non-violation
event as unexpected – as an error of 

 

commission

 

.
Do young infants with a limited knowledge of occlusion

events produce errors of commission as well as errors of
omission in their responses to these events? Yuyan Luo

Figure 5 Sequence of variables infants identify as they learn 
when an object behind an occluder should and should not 
be hidden.

 

2

 

Readers may wonder why the variable transparency is such a late
acquisition. Recent work by Johnson and Aslin (2000) suggests that
infants only begin to detect clear, transparent surfaces at about 7
months of age, as a result of developments in their contrast sensitivity,
which may in turn be tied to the maturation of the magnocellular
system. At this stage, infants do not realize that an object should be
visible when behind a transparent occluder (Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a).
They have not yet identified transparency as an occlusion variable,
and only take into account the variables lower-edge-discontinuity,
height and width when reasoning about occlusion events. Thus, when
an object is placed behind a transparent occluder that has no openings
and is taller and wider than the object, infants expect the object to be
hidden and are surprised if  it is not (Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a). By
7.5 months of age, infants have identified transparency as an addi-
tional occlusion variable, and they now expect an object behind a
transparent occluder to be visible through the front of the occluder
(Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a, 2004b).
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and I recently conducted a series of experiments that
addressed this question (Luo & Baillargeon, in press).

In one experiment, 3-month-old infants were first
familiarized with a cylinder that moved back and forth
behind a screen; the cylinder was as tall as the screen
(see Figure 6). Next, a large portion of  the screen’s mid-
section was removed to create a large opening; a short
strip remained above the opening in the discontinuous-
lower-edge test event, and below the opening in the
continuous-lower-edge test event. For half  of the infants,
the cylinder did not appear in the opening in either event
(CDNA condition); for the other infants, the cylinder
appeared (CA condition).

The infants in the CDNA condition were shown
two 

 

violation

 

 test events. However, because at 3 months
infants have identified lower-edge-discontinuity but not
height as an occlusion variable, we predicted that the
infants would view only one of  these violation events
as unexpected. Specifically, the infants should view the
event in which the cylinder failed to appear behind the
screen with a discontinuous lower edge as unexpected (a

correct response), but they should view the event in
which the cylinder failed to appear behind the screen
with a continuous lower edge as expected (an error of
omission). The infants should therefore look reliably
longer at the discontinuous- than at the continuous-lower-
edge event.

Unlike the infants in the CDNA condition, those in
the CA condition were shown two 

 

non-violation

 

 test
events. Again, because 3-month-old infants have identi-
fied lower-edge-discontinuity but not height as an occlu-
sion variable, we predicted that the infants would view
only one of those events as expected. Specifically, the
infants should view the event in which the cylinder ap-
peared behind the screen with a discontinuous lower edge
as expected (a correct response), but they should view
the event in which the cylinder appeared behind the screen
with a continuous lower edge as unexpected (an error
of commission). The infants should therefore look reli-
ably longer at the continuous- than at the discontinuous-
lower-edge event.

The results supported our predictions: the infants
in the CDNA condition looked reliably longer at the
discontinuous- than at the continuous-lower-edge event,
and those in the CA condition showed the opposite
looking pattern. Their limited knowledge of occlusion
thus (1) led the infants in the CDNA condition to view
one of the violation events they were shown as expected
(an error of omission), and (2) led the infants in the CA
condition to view one of the non-violation events they
were shown as unexpected (an error of  commission).
To put it differently, the infants both failed to detect a
violation where there was one, and perceived a violation
where there was none.

 

Conclusions

 

The evidence reviewed in this section suggests two broad
conclusions. First, infants identify a series of variables
that enables them to predict the outcomes of occlusion
events more and more accurately over time. Second,
when infants’ knowledge of occlusion is still limited, they
err in two distinct ways in their responses to occlusion
events, by viewing violation events consistent with their
faulty knowledge as non-violations, and by viewing non-
violation events inconsistent with their faulty knowledge
as violations. Surprise, like beauty, clearly lies in the eye
of the beholder.

 

2C. Identifying similar variables in containment and 
covering events

 

We saw in the last section that infants identify a series
of variables that enables them to predict the outcomes

Figure 6 Familiarization and test events used by Luo and 
Baillargeon (in press).
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of  occlusion events more and more accurately over
time. Exactly the same developmental pattern has been
observed for infants’ reasoning about containment and
covering events (e.g. Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1998; Hespos
& Baillargeon, 2001a, 2001b; Leslie, 1995; Luo & Bail-
largeon, 2004b; McCall, 2001; Sitskoorn & Smitsman,
1995; Spelke & Hespos, 2002; Wang 

 

et al.

 

, 2004, in
press).

Given that in many cases the same variables affect
the outcomes of  occlusion, containment and covering
events, one might ask whether infants generalize vari-
ables identified in one event category to the other categ-
ories. For example, the variables height and transparency
are equally relevant to occlusion, containment and cov-
ering events. When infants have acquired these variables
in one category, do they immediately generalize them
to the other categories? Recent research from our
laboratory suggests that they do not: variables identified
in one event category appear to remain tied to that
category – they are not generalized to other relevant
categories (e.g. Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a; Luo &
Baillargeon, 2004a, 2004b; Onishi, 2000; Wang 

 

et al.

 

, in
press).

To illustrate this point, I will first describe experiments
Sue Hespos and I conducted to compare 4.5-month-old
infants’ ability to reason about height information in
containment and in occlusion events (Hespos & Baillar-
geon, 2001a). The infants were assigned to a containment
or an occlusion condition (see Figure 7). The infants
in the 

 

containment

 

 condition saw two test events. At
the start of  each event, an experimenter’s gloved hand
grasped a knob at the top of a tall cylindrical object;
next to the object was a container. The hand lifted
the object and lowered it inside the container until
only the knob remained visible above the rim. In the
tall-container event, the container was as tall as the
cylindrical portion of the object; in the short-container
event, the container was only half  as tall, so that it
should have been impossible for the cylindrical por-
tion of  the object to become fully hidden inside the
container. Prior to the test trials, the infants received
familiarization trials in which the containers were rotated
forward so that the infants could inspect them. The
infants in the 

 

occlusion

 

 condition saw similar familiari-
zation and test events, except that the bottom and back
half  of each container were removed to create a rounded
occluder.

Because height is identified at about 3.5 months of age
as an occlusion variable (Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991;
see Section 2B), we expected that the infants in the
occlusion condition would look reliably longer at the
short- than at the tall-occluder test event, and this is
precisely what we found. In marked contrast, the infants

in the containment condition tended to look equally
at the short- and tall-container test events. Our interpre-
tation of this negative result was that at 4.5 months of
age infants have not yet identified the variable height
in containment events: they do not yet realize that a tall
object cannot become fully hidden inside a short

Figure 7 Test events used by Hespos and Baillargeon (2001a) 
in the containment, occlusion and container-as-occluder 
conditions.
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container.

 

3

 

 This interpretation led to a striking predic-
tion: infants shown the same test events as in the con-
tainment condition but with the object lowered 

 

behind

 

rather than 

 

inside

 

 each container should be able to
detect the violation in the short-container event. In this
condition, the containers served simply as occluders, so
the infants’ performance should mirror that of the
infants in the occlusion condition. The results confirmed
this prediction: when the object was lowered behind
rather than inside the containers, the infants looked reli-
ably longer at the short- than at the tall-container event.

In a subsequent experiment, 5.5-, 6.5- and 7.5-month-
old infants were tested with the container condition test
events. Only the 7.5-month-old infants detected the
violation in the short-container event, suggesting that it
is not until infants are about 7.5 months of age that they
identify the variable height in containment events.

These results (and control results obtained with a
shorter object) suggested two conclusions. First, infants
do not generalize variables from occlusion to contain-
ment events: they learn separately about each event
category. Second, because several months separate the
acquisition of the variable height in these two categories,
a striking lag or 

 

décalage

 

 (to use a Piagetian term) can
be observed in infants’ responses to similar events from
the categories. We return in Section 5A to the question
of why infants might identify the variable height later in
containment than in occlusion events.

 

Additional décalages

 

Due to space limitations, I will describe only briefly two
other décalages we have recently uncovered (see Figure 8).
The first comes from experiments in which Su-hua
Wang, Sarah Paterson and I compared 9- to 12-month-
old infants’ reasoning about the variable height in
containment and in covering events (Wang 

 

et al.

 

, in
press). Consistent with the results just described, we
found that the 9-month-old infants responded with
increased attention to a violation event in which a tall
object was lowered inside a short container until it

became fully hidden. However, it was not until infants
were 12 months of age that they responded with increased
attention to a similar violation event in which a short
cover (the short container turned upside down) was
lowered over the tall object until it became fully hidden.

The other décalage comes from experiments in which
Yuyan Luo and I examined 7.5- to 9.5-month-old infants’
reasoning about the variable transparency in occlusion
and in containment events (Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a,
2004b). We found that the 7.5-month-old infants responded
with increased attention when shown the following
occlusion violation. To start, a checkered object stood next
to a transparent occluder; the edges of the occluder were
outlined with red tape so that they were easily detectable.
Next, a screen hid the occluder, and an experimenter’s
gloved hand grasped the object and lowered it behind
the transparent occluder. Finally, the screen was lowered
to reveal the transparent occluder with no object visible
behind it. Although the 7.5-month-old infants detected
this violation, only the 9.5-month-old infants detected a
similar violation in which the transparent occluder was
replaced with a transparent container.

 

Conclusions

 

The research discussed in this section suggests that infants
do not generalize variables from occlusion to contain-
ment or covering events: they learn separately about
each category. When several weeks or months separate
the identification of the same variable in these different
categories, striking décalages arise in infants’ responses
to similar events from the categories.

 

3. A new account of infants’ physical reasoning

 

In Section 1, I reviewed evidence that infants as young
as 2.5 months detect some violations in occlusion, con-
tainment and covering events; and I suggested, follow-
ing Spelke and her colleagues (e.g. Carey & Spelke, 1994;
Spelke, 1994; Spelke 

 

et al.

 

, 1992, 1995b), that from an
early age infants interpret physical events in accord with
general principles of continuity and solidity. Some of the
evidence reviewed in Section 2 may at first seem incon-
sistent with the notion that infants possess general con-
tinuity and solidity principles, for two reasons; these two
discrepancies are discussed in turn.

 

Event-general principles and event-specific 
expectations

 

We saw in Section 2 that the expectations infants acquire
about physical events are not event-general principles

 

3

 

There were of course other possible interpretations for the negative
result of the containment condition. For example, it might be suggested
that 4.5-month-old infants generally have more difficulty reasoning
about containment than occlusion events, or must devote more com-
putational resources to representing containment than occlusion
events, and so are less likely to detect containment than occlusion
violations. Two sets of findings argued against such interpretations.
First, as we saw in Section 1, even 2.5-month-old infants are able to
detect violations in containment events (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001b).
Second, as we will see in Section 5A, 4-month-old infants detect width
(as opposed to height) violations in both occlusion and containment
events (Wang 

 

et al.

 

, 2004).
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that are applied broadly to all relevant events, but rather

 

event-specific

 

 expectations. Infants do not acquire gen-
eral principles of height or transparency: they identify
these variables separately in each event category. For
example, infants identify the variable height at about 3.5
months in occlusion events, at about 7.5 months in con-
tainment events, and at about 12 months in covering
events (Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991; Hespos & Baillar-
geon, 2001a; Wang 

 

et al.

 

, in press). But if  infants are
capable of acquiring only event-specific expectations,

how could they possess event-general principles of con-
tinuity and solidity, and as early as 2.5 months of age?

One possibility is that infants’ learning mechanism
is initially geared toward acquiring event-general expec-
tations, but soon evolves into a different mechanism
capable of  acquiring only event-specific expectations.
Another possibility, which I think more likely, is that
infants’ general principles of continuity and solidity are
innate (e.g. Carey & Spelke, 1994; Spelke, 1994; Spelke

 

et al.

 

, 1992, 1995b).

Figure 8 Top two rows: décalage in infants’ reasoning about height in containment and covering events (Wang et al., 
in press); bottom two rows: décalage in infants’ reasoning about transparency in occlusion and containment events 
(Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a, 2004b).
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Successes and failures in detecting continuity and 
solidity violations

 

Whether one chooses the first or second possibility above,
difficulties remain. If  infants interpret physical events in
accord with general principles of continuity and solidity
(whether learned or innate), one might expect them to
detect 

 

all

 

 salient violations of these principles. However,
we have seen that although some continuity and solidity
violations are detected as early as 2.5 months, others are
not detected until much later: recall, for example, that
infants younger than 7.5 months are not surprised when
a tall object becomes hidden inside a short container
(Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a); that infants younger
than 9.5 months are not surprised when an object placed
inside a transparent container is not visible through the
front of the container (Luo & Baillargeon, 2004a); and
that infants younger than 12 months are not surprised
when a short cover is lowered over a tall object until it
becomes fully hidden (Wang 

 

et al.

 

, in press).
How can we make sense of the fact that infants detect

some continuity and solidity violations at a very young
age, and others only much later? To address this ques-
tion, Su-hua Wang and I have been developing a new
account of infants’ physical reasoning (e.g. Baillargeon,
2002; Wang 

 

et al.

 

, in press). This account rests on four
assumptions (see Figure 9). 

 

First

 

, when watching a phys-
ical event, infants build a specialized physical representa-
tion of  the event that is used to predict and interpret
its outcome. 

 

Second

 

, all of the information, but only the
information, infants include in their physical representa-
tion of an event becomes subject to their general prin-
ciples of continuity and solidity (e.g. Carey & Spelke,
1994; Spelke, 1994; Spelke 

 

et al.

 

, 1992, 1995b).

 

4

 

Third

 

, in the first weeks of life, infants’ physical rep-
resentation of an event tends to be rather impoverished
and includes only 

 

basic

 

 spatial and temporal informa-
tion about the event (e.g. Kestenbaum, Termine &
Spelke, 1987; Leslie, 1994; Needham, 2000; Slater, 1995;

Spelke, 1982; Yonas & Granrud, 1984). For example,
when watching a containment event, infants represent
that an object is being lowered inside a container. This
basic information captures the essence of the event, but
leaves out most of its details: whether the container is
wider or taller than the object, whether it is transparent
or opaque, and so on.

 

Fourth

 

, as infants form event categories and learn
what variables to consider in each category, they include
more and more of this detailed information, or 

 

variable

 

information, in their physical representations (e.g. Bail-
largeon, 1991; Dan 

 

et al.

 

, 2000; Kotovsky & Baillargeon,
1998; Sitskoorn & Smitsman, 1995; Wang 

 

et al.

 

, 2003;
Wilcox, 1999). When watching an event, infants first rep-
resent the basic information about the event and use this
information to categorize it. Infants then access their
knowledge of the event category selected; this knowledge
specifies the variables that have been identified as relev-
ant to the category and hence that should be included in
the physical representation. Variables not yet identified
are typically not included in the representation. Going
back to our example, infants who have identified height
as a containment variable would include information
about the relative heights of the object and container in
their representation of the event; this information would
then become subject to their general principles of con-
tinuity and solidity, making it possible for them to detect
violations involving tall objects and short containers. In
contrast, infants who have not yet identified height as a
containment variable would include 

 

no

 

 height informa-
tion in their physical representation of the event; as a
result, this information would not be available and hence
could not be interpreted in accord with their continuity
and solidity principles.

How does the reasoning account explain the fact that
some continuity and solidity violations are detected at
an early age and others only much later? According to
the account, very young infants should 

 

succeed

 

 in detect-
ing any continuity and solidity violation, in any event
category, as long as this violation involves only the basic
spatial and temporal information they can represent.

 

4

 

Leslie (1994, 1995) has suggested that, from birth, infants interpret
physical events in accord with a primitive notion of 

 

force

 

. When watch-
ing an object push another object, for example, infants represent a
force – like a directional arrow – being exerted by the first object onto
the second one. In Leslie’s (1994) own words, infants’ physical-reason-
ing system ‘takes, as input, descriptions that make explicit the geo

 

-

 

metry of the objects contained in a scene, their arrangements and their
motions, and onto such descriptions paints the mechanical properties
of the scenario’ (p. 128). In a similar vein, one might suggest that the
principles of continuity and solidity bestow continued existence upon
objects: all other things being equal, objects in physical representations
are expected to persist through time and space. Although many of the
events described in the present article involved forces (e.g. hands lift-
ing, lowering or sliding objects), we focus here only on those aspects
of the events that concerned the continuity and solidity principles.

Figure 9 Schematic representation of the reasoning account 
(Baillargeon, 2002; Wang et al., in press).
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Furthermore, much older infants should fail to detect a
continuity and solidity violation in an event category,
when this violation involves a variable they have not yet
identified as relevant to the category and hence do not
typically include in their physical representations of
events from the category.

Conclusions

I began Section 3 with two discrepancies. First, how can
infants possess event-general principles of continuity and
solidity, and as early as 2.5 months of age, if they acquire
only event-specific expectations? Second, if  infants pos-
sess such principles, why do they detect some but not
other violations of the principles? To make sense of these
discrepancies, I suggested that infants’ principles of con-
tinuity and solidity are innate (e.g. Carey & Spelke, 1994;
Spelke, 1994; Spelke et al., 1992, 1995b); that these prin-
ciples can only be applied to the information infants
include in their physical representations of events; and
that this information is initially limited but becomes
richer as infants learn what variables to consider in each
event category and begin to include information about
these variables in their physical representations.

4. Two tests of the account

The reasoning account described in the last section
makes a number of interesting predictions. For example,
it predicts that infants younger than 2.5 months should
succeed at detecting continuity and solidity violations
that involve only the basic information they can repres-
ent. To examine this prediction, we are currently setting
up new experiments to test 6- to 8-week-old infants. The
reasoning account also suggests that infants should suc-
ceed at detecting violations involving variables they have
not yet identified if  primed through contextual mani-
pulations to include information about these variables
in their physical representations. There already exists
evidence consistent with this prediction (e.g. Kotovsky,
Mangione & Baillargeon, cited in Baillargeon, 1995;
Wang & Baillargeon, 2004b; Wilcox & Chapa, 2004).
Finally, the reasoning account also predicts change-
blindness and teaching effects, which are described next.

Change-blindness effects

According to the reasoning account, infants who have
not yet identified a variable as relevant to an event
category typically do not include information about this
variable when representing events from the category. Su-
hua Wang and I reasoned that if  infants do not include

information about a variable in their physical representa-
tion of an event, then they should be unable to detect
surreptitious changes involving the variable: in other
words, they should be blind to such changes (Wang &
Baillargeon, 2004a; see also related research on change
detection and change-blindness in the adult literature,
e.g. Simons, 1996; Simons, Franconeri & Reimer, 2000).

In our first experiment, 11-month-old infants were
assigned to a covering or an occlusion condition (see
Figure 10). The infants in the covering condition saw two
test events: a no-change and a change event. At the start
of each event, a tall cover stood next to a short object
on an apparatus floor. An experimenter’s gloved hand
lifted the cover and lowered it over the object. After a
pause, the hand returned the cover to the apparatus
floor. In the no-change event, the object was the same
as before when the cover was removed. In the change
event, the object was now as tall as the cover. (Note that
both the short and the tall object could fit under the cover;
the experiment tested not whether infants could judge
what object fit under what cover, but whether they could
detect a surreptitious change in the height of an object

Figure 10 Test events used by Wang and Baillargeon (2004a) 
in the covering and occlusion conditions.
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under a cover.) The infants in the occlusion condition
saw similar test events except that the cover was lowered
in front of, rather than over, the object.

We saw earlier that infants identify the variable height
at about 3.5 months in occlusion events (Baillargeon &
DeVos, 1991), but only at about 12 months in covering
events (Wang et al., in press). Based on these findings,
we predicted that the infants in the occlusion condition
would include information about the relative heights of
the cover and object in their physical representations of
the events, and hence would detect the violation in the
change event. Conversely, we expected that the infants in
the covering condition would include no height informa-
tion in their physical representations, and hence would
fail to detect the violation in the change event.

The results confirmed these predictions: the infants in
the occlusion condition looked reliably longer at the
change than at the no-change event, whereas those in the
covering condition tended to look equally at the two
events. In a subsequent experiment, older, 12-month-old
infants were tested in the covering condition; as expected,
these infants detected the violation in the change event.
Thus, as predicted by the reasoning account, only the
11-month-old infants in the covering condition were blind
to the surreptitious change in the height of the object.

Teaching effects

According to the reasoning account, infants who have
not identified a variable as relevant to an event category
typically do not include information about this variable
when representing events from the category. My collab-
orators and I reasoned that if  infants could be taught a
new variable, then they would include information about
this variable in their physical representations, which
would allow them to detect continuity and solidity viola-
tions involving the variable earlier than they would
otherwise (e.g. Baillargeon, Fisher & DeJong, 2000;
Wang & Baillargeon, 2004c). To illustrate, Su-hua Wang
and I recently attempted to teach 9.5-month-old infants
the variable height in covering events (Wang & Baillargeon,
2004c); recall that this variable is typically not identified
until about 12 months of age (Wang et al., in press).

What might be the key ingredients in a successful
teaching experiment? According to a recent account, the
process by which infants typically identify a new variable
in an event category is one of explanation-based learning
(EBL) and involves three main steps (Baillargeon, 2002;
for a computational description of EBL in the machine
learning literature, see DeJong, 1993, 1997). First, infants
notice contrastive outcomes for the variable (e.g. in the
case of the variable height in covering events, infants
notice that when a cover is placed over an object, the

object is sometimes fully and sometimes only partly hid-
den). Second, infants search for the conditions that map
onto these outcomes (e.g. infants notice that the object
becomes fully hidden when the cover is as tall as or taller
than the object, and partly hidden when the cover is
shorter than the object). Third, infants build an explana-
tion for these condition-outcome data using their prior
knowledge, including their event-general knowledge
(e.g. the continuity and solidity principles specify that a
tall object can extend to its full height inside a tall but
not a short cover). According to the EBL account, only
condition-outcome observations for which infants can
build causal explanations are identified as new variables.
These explanations are no doubt shallow (e.g. Keil, 1995;
Wilson & Keil, 2000), and they may even be incorrect
(e.g. Baillargeon, 2002), but they still serve to integrate
new variables with infants’ prior causal knowledge.

The EBL account not only describes how infants
identify a new variable in an event category: it also sug-
gests how one might go about teaching infants such a
variable. That is, it specifies what ingredients might be
essential for a successful teaching recipe.

The infants in our experiment first received three pairs
of teaching trials (see Figure 11). Each pair consisted of
a tall- and a short-cover event. In both events, an experi-
menter’s gloved hand first rotated the cover forward to
show its hollow interior. The hand then placed the cover
upright next to a tall object, so that the infants could
compare their heights. Finally, the hand lifted the cover
and lowered it over the object. In the tall-cover event,
the cover was taller than the object, so the object became
fully hidden; in the short-cover event, the cover was
shorter than the object, so only the top portion of the
object became hidden. The tall and short covers in each
teaching pair differed only in height; the cover not in use
in a given pair was placed against the apparatus’s back
wall. The second and third teaching pairs were identical
to the first except that the covers differed in pattern and
color.5

According to the EBL account, the teaching trials
provided the infants with the necessary information to
identify the variable height in covering events: (1) the
infants saw contrastive outcomes, in that the object was
sometimes fully and sometimes only partly hidden; (2)

5 In previous experiments (e.g. Baillargeon, 1998; Baillargeon et al.,
2000), we attempted to teach 11-month-old infants the variable pro-
portional distribution in support events (an asymmetrical object is
stable when released on a platform as long as half  or more of the
whole object is supported). We found that infants learned this variable
as long as a different asymmetrical box was used in each of the three
pairs of teaching trials. In order to acquire a variable, infants appar-
ently need to see multiple objects behave in a manner consistent with
the variable.
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the infants could gather appropriate condition data to
map onto these contrastive outcomes: because each
cover was placed next to the object, the infants could
easily compare their heights and note that the object
became fully hidden when the cover was taller but not
shorter than the object; and finally (3) the infants could
bring to bear their continuity and solidity principles to
build an explanation for these condition-outcome data –
to make sense of the fact that the object could extend to
its full height inside the tall but not the short covers.

Following the three pairs of teaching trials, the infants
saw tall- and short-cover events involving a novel object
and novel tall and short covers. In both events, the
object became fully hidden. The infants looked reliably
longer at the short- than at the tall-cover event. The
same positive result was also obtained in a subsequent
experiment in which a 24-hour delay separated the
teaching and test trials. Thus, after being exposed to the
teaching events, 9.5-month-old infants succeeded in

detecting the violation in the short-cover event, 2.5
months before they would normally have done so.

In subsequent experiments, we began examining some
of the assumptions behind our teaching trials. In particu-
lar, was it important that the infants be exposed to
contrastive outcomes? That they be able to gather con-
dition data about the relative heights of the object and
covers? And that they be able to build an explanation for
these condition-outcome data? How essential were these
three ingredients? To answer these questions, we con-
ducted three experiments identical to our original experi-
ment, except that the teaching trials were modified: in
each experiment, one key ingredient was removed. In
each case, our prediction was that infants would now fail
to identify the variable height during the teaching trials,
and hence would fail to detect the violation in the short-
cover event during the test trials. Negative results were
thus expected in all three experiments (see Figure 12).

To address the issue of contrastive outcomes, infants
were shown teaching events in which the tall object was
replaced with a very short object that became fully hidden
under the tall and short covers; the infants thus no longer
saw contrastive outcomes that could trigger learning.
To address the issue of condition data, infants watched
teaching events in which the cover was never placed next
to the tall object on the apparatus floor; instead, the
cover was held next to and above the object, making it
difficult for the infants to compare their heights. Finally,
to address the issue of explanation, infants were presented
with teaching events identical to those in our original
experiment with one exception: false bottoms inside the
covers – revealed when the covers were rotated forward
– rendered them all equally shallow; the infants thus
could no longer make sense of the fact that the tall
object became fully hidden under the tall covers.

The results confirmed our predictions: unlike the
infants in our original teaching experiment, those in the
short-object, no-height-comparison and shallow-cover
experiments tended to look equally at the short- and
tall-cover test events, suggesting that they had not been
able to identify the variable height during the teaching
trials and hence could not detect the violation in the
short-cover event during the test trials.

Conclusions

According to the reasoning account presented in Section
3, infants who have not identified a variable in an event
category typically do not include information about this
variable when representing events from the category; as
a result, this information is not available and hence cannot
be subject to infants’ continuity and solidity principles.
Consistent with this account, we saw in Section 4 that

Figure 11 Teaching and test events used by Wang and 
Baillargeon (2004c).
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infants who have not yet identified a variable are blind to
surreptitious changes involving the variable; and that infants
who are taught the variable can then detect violations
involving it, both immediately and after a 24-hour delay.

5. About the VOE method

All of the research I have described to this point made use
of the VOE method. This research not only shed light on
the development of infants’ expectations about occlusion,
containment and covering events, but also illustrated the
remarkable flexibility of the VOE method. In particular,
we saw that the method can be used with infants from a
wide age range, that it can be used with sundry physical
events, and that it can be used to address many different
questions: whether infants can detect a violation, whether
they can generate an explanation for a violation, whether
they can be taught to detect a violation, and so on.

Over the past few years, a number of researchers have
expressed concerns about the VOE method (e.g. Bogartz,
Shinskey & Schilling, 2000; Bogartz, Shinskey & Speaker,
1997; Cashon & Cohen, 2000; Haith, 1998, 1999; Haith
& Benson, 1998; Munakata, 2001; Munakata, McClelland,
Johnson & Siegler, 1997; Schilling, 2000; Thelen & Smith,
1994). In this final section of the article, I would like to
address two such concerns; both focused on findings from
VOE tasks indicating that young infants can represent
hidden objects (see also Aslin, 2000; Baillargeon, 1999, 2000;
Lécuyer, 2001; Munakata, 2000; Wang et al., 2004).

5A. Transient-preference accounts

Several researchers have suggested that young infants may
look reliably longer at the unexpected than at the expected
events in VOE tasks involving hidden objects, not because
they possess expectations about such objects, but because
the habituation or familiarization trials that are typically
included in these tasks induce in them transient and sup-
erficial preferences for the unexpected events (e.g. Bogartz
et al., 1997, 2000; Cashon & Cohen, 2000; Schilling, 2000;
Thelen & Smith, 1994). There are two main ways of address-
ing these transient-preference accounts, and I describe them
in turn (for fuller discussion, see Wang et al., 2004).

Using test-only VOE tasks

Transient-preference accounts predict that young infants
should fail to give evidence that they can represent hidden
objects in VOE tasks with no habituation or familiarization
trials. Without such trials, infants should have no oppor-
tunity to form transient novelty or familiarity preferences
that could contribute to their responses in the test trials,
and they should therefore tend to look equally at the
unexpected and expected events.

With the single exception of the teaching experiments
discussed in the last section (Wang & Baillargeon, 2004c),
all of the experiments described in this article that involved
infants aged 7.5 months and older were conducted with

Figure 12 Teaching events used by Wang and Baillargeon 
(2004c) in the short-object, no-height-comparison and 
shallow-cover experiments.
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test trials only: the infants received no habituation or
familiarization trials, so that any positive result obtained
in these experiments could not be attributed to transient
novelty or familiarity preferences formed during such trials.

To find out whether younger infants would also succeed
in a test-only VOE task, Su-hua Wang, Laura Brueckner
and I recently conducted an experiment with 4-month-
old infants (Wang et al., 2004). This experiment focused
on the variable width in occlusion events: would infants
realize that a wide object can become fully hidden
behind a wide but not a narrow occluder? The infants
were assigned to an experimental or a control condition
(see Figure 13). The infants in the experimental condi-
tion saw two test events. At the start of each event, an
experimenter’s gloved hand held a wide object slightly
above and behind a wooden occluder (to facilitate
width comparisons). Next, a screen was raised to hide
the occluder, and the hand lowered the object to the
apparatus floor behind the occluder. Finally, the screen
was lowered to reveal the occluder standing alone on the
apparatus floor. In the wide-occluder event, the occluder
was wider than the object and so could fully hide it. In the
narrow-occluder event, the occluder was much narrower

than the object and so should not have been able to fully
hide it. The infants in the control condition saw similar
events except that the object was much narrower and could
be hidden behind either the wide or the narrow occluder.

The infants in the experimental condition looked reli-
ably longer at the narrow- than at the wide-occluder
event, whereas those in the control condition tended to
look equally at the two events. These results suggested
that the infants (1) believed that the wide or narrow
object continued to exist after it became hidden; (2)
recognized that the narrow object could be fully hidden
behind either occluder, and that the wide object could
be fully hidden behind the wide but not the narrow
occluder; and (3) were surprised when this last expecta-
tion was violated. Similar results were obtained in a sec-
ond experiment in which the wide and narrow occluders
were replaced with wide and narrow containers.6

Thus, infants as young as 4 months of age give evid-
ence that they can represent a hidden object even when
tested in a VOE task with no habituation or familiariza-
tion trials, only test trials.

Figure 13 Test events used by Wang et al. (2004) in the 
experimental and control conditions.

6 These results suggest that, although there is a décalage in infants’
reasoning about the variable height in occlusion and containment events
(see Section 2C.; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a), there is little or no
décalage in their reasoning about the variable width in these events. Why
is that? According to the EBL account presented in Section 4, in order to
identify a variable in an event category, infants must (1) notice contrast-
ive outcomes for the variable; (2) find the conditions that map onto these
outcomes; and (3) build an explanation for these condition-outcome
data (e.g. Baillargeon, 2002). Infants’ difficulty in identifying the variable
height in containment as opposed to occlusion events might involve the
second step. Prior research (e.g. Baillargeon, 1991, 1994a, 1995) indicates
that when infants begin to reason about a continuous variable in an
event category, they can reason about the variable qualitatively but not
quantitatively: they are not able at first to encode and remember abso-
lute amounts. In order to encode the heights of objects and occluders
or containers qualitatively, infants must compare them as they stand
side by side. Infants may have more opportunities to perform such
comparisons with occlusion than with containment events. In the case
of occlusion events, infants will often see objects move behind the side
edges of occluders, making it easy to compare their heights as they stand
next to each other (e.g. when a cereal box is pushed in front of a bowl).
In the case of containment events, however, there may be relatively few
instances in which objects are placed first next to and then inside con-
tainers; caretakers will more often lower objects directly into containers,
giving infants no opportunity to compare their heights (e.g. Baillargeon,
2002; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a; Wang et al., 2004) .

The preceding reasoning predicts that, in containment events, infants
should identify the variable width before the variable height, because
each time an object is lowered inside a container (e.g. when a spoon is
lowered into a jar), their widths can be compared qualitatively as one
stands above the other. Furthermore, there should be little or no
décalage in the identification of the variable width in occlusion and
containment events: infants should be able to gather the needed qual-
itative width information as objects are lowered behind occluders or
inside containers. The responses of the 4-month-old infants in the
occlusion and containment experiments of Wang et al. (2004) support
both of these predictions.
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Testing transient-preference accounts

In some VOE tasks, it may not be possible to give
infants only test trials (for fuller discussion, see Wang
et al., 2004). In particular, when shown events invol-
ving novel self-moving objects, unfamiliar motions, long
event sequences and so on, infants may well require
some habituation or familiarization trials in order to be
able to focus in the test trials on the key manipulations
of interest to the researchers. In such cases, how can we
be certain that infants look reliably longer at the unex-
pected events because these events violate their physical
knowledge, and not because the habituation or familiar-
ization trials induced in them transient and superficial
preferences for the events? The only recourse, as always,
is to empirically test specific hypotheses about possible
transient preferences.

To illustrate, consider a transient-preference account
proposed by Bogartz et al. (1997) for one of our findings
(Baillargeon & Graber, 1987; see also Baillargeon &
DeVos, 1991; Luo, Baillargeon & Lécuyer, 2004). The
infants in this experiment received familiarization trials
in which they saw a tall or a short toy rabbit move back
and forth behind a screen (see Figure 14). Next, a window
was created in the screen’s upper half, and the infants
again saw the tall and the short rabbit move back and
forth behind the screen. The short rabbit was shorter
than the bottom of the window and did not become
visible when passing behind the screen; the tall rabbit
should have appeared in the window, but did not in fact

do so. The infants looked reliably longer at the tall- than
at the short-rabbit test event, and we suggested that the
infants had identified height as an occlusion variable
and were surprised when the tall rabbit failed to appear
in the window. Bogartz and his colleagues offered a very
different, transient-preference account: they suggested
that the infants focused on the rabbit’s face in each
familiarization event and, as they scanned horizontally
back and forth, attended only to the portion of the screen
that lay at the same height as the face. During test, the
infants continued to scan the events in the same manner; as
a result, they detected the novel window in the unexpected
but not the expected event. The infants thus looked reli-
ably longer at the unexpected event simply because they
noticed the change in the screen in this event.

There is now a large body of experimental evidence
inconsistent with the alternative account proposed by
Bogartz et al. (1997). To begin with, our original experi-
ment included a control condition that addressed the
account (Baillargeon & Graber, 1987). The infants in
this control condition received two pretest trials at the
start of the test session in which they saw two tall or two
short rabbits standing on either side of the familiariza-
tion screen. Like the 3-month-old infants in the two-mouse
experiment described earlier (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002;
see Section 2A), the infants in this control condition
tended to look equally at the tall- and short-rabbit test
events, suggesting that they were able to take advantage
of  the two-rabbit hint to make sense of  the tall-rabbit
event.7

Figure 14 Familiarization and test events used by Baillargeon 
and Graber (1987).

7 If the 3.5-month-old infants in the mouse task described in Section
2A could posit a second, identical mouse to make sense of the occlu-
sion violation they were shown (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002; see also
Spelke & Kestenbaum, 1986; Spelke et al., 1995a), why did the 5.5-
month-old infants in the rabbit task not posit a second, identical rabbit
(Baillargeon & Graber, 1987; see also Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991)?
Recall that the infants in the mouse task faced a more flagrant viola-
tion than did those in the rabbit task: in the mouse task, the entire
mouse failed to become visible as expected; in the rabbit task, only the
top portion of the tall rabbit failed to become visible. It could be that
the infants in the rabbit task assumed that the rabbit traveled the dis-
tance behind the screen, and were then puzzled as to why the top of
the rabbit did not appear in the window. In the mouse task, the infants
could not easily assume that the mouse traveled from one end of the
screen to the other; this task may thus have been more conducive to
the production of a two-object explanation.

The preceding interpretation makes an intriguing prediction: 5.5-
month-old infants in the rabbit task should tend to look equally at the
test events if  tested with a larger high window in the tall-rabbit test
event. With a larger window, the infants should be more likely (1) to
realize that the tall rabbit did not travel the distance behind the screen
and hence (2) to conclude that two identical tall rabbits must be
involved in the event. Making the violation in the tall-rabbit test event
more obvious (i.e. having a greater portion of the tall rabbit fail to
appear in the window) should thus have the counterintuitive effect of
eliminating infants’ overall surprise at the violation.
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In addition, several experiments have provided con-
verging evidence that infants aged 4.5 to 6 months can
reason about the variable height in occlusion events.
First, as we saw in Section 2B, 4.5-month-old infants
respond with increased attention when a tall object
becomes hidden behind either a short occluder or a short
container (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a; see Figure 7).
Second, in a recent experiment, Yuyan Luo, Roger
Lécuyer and I asked whether 5-month-old infants could
predict, not whether a tall object should appear in a high
window, but how far up the object should reach in the
window (Luo et al., 2004). The infants succeeded in
detecting two violations: in one, a short cylinder that
should have reached only half-way up the window actu-
ally reached the very top; in the other violation, a tall
cylinder that should have reached the top of the window
reached only half-way up.

Third, further converging evidence that young infants
can reason about height in occlusion events comes from
a recent action task Sue Hespos and I administered to
6- and 7.5-month-old infants (Hespos & Baillargeon,
2004). Each infant sat across from an experimenter at a
table on which stood a large screen. The experimenter
first brought out a tall frog from behind the screen, and
set it on the table (pre-trial phase). After a few seconds,
the experimenter returned the frog behind the screen,
which was then removed to reveal a tall and a short
occluder; two frog feet protruded from the bottom of
each occluder, one on either side (main-trial phase). Our
reasoning was that if  the infants wanted to find the tall
frog, and realized that it could be hidden behind the tall
but not the short occluder, then they should be more
likely to reach for the tall than for the short occluder.
The infants received four trials, and the positions of the
tall and short occluders were counterbalanced across tri-
als; the infants were said to have succeeded at the task if
they reached for the tall occluder on three or more trials.
The results indicated that 77.8% of the 6-month-olds, and
again 78% of the 7.5-month-olds, reached for the tall
occluder on three or more trials. In a control condition,
infants were not shown the tall frog, and tended to reach
equally for the short and tall occluders.

There are thus several experiments, involving different
methods, events and objects, which provide converging
evidence that infants aged 4.5 to 6 months attend to
height information in occlusion events. This evidence
does not support the transient-preference account pro-
posed by Bogartz et al. (1997).

Conclusions

We have seen in this section that even young infants
can succeed at VOE tasks involving hidden objects

when given only test trials (Wang et al., 2004). Such a
demonstration does not mean, of course, that infants
should succeed at all VOE tasks involving hidden objects
in the absence of habituation or familiarization trials;
such trials may sometimes be needed to acquaint infants
with various aspects of the experimental situation and
thus help them focus in the test trials on the key mani-
pulations of interest to the investigators. In cases where
habituation or familiarization trials are required, altern-
ative accounts that appeal to transient preferences
induced by these trials must be evaluated empirically. In
this section, we considered one such transient-preference
account (Bogartz et al., 1997), and concluded that
additional findings did not support it (for a discussion
of other transient-preference accounts, see Wang et al.,
2004).

5B. Weak-representation accounts

A few researchers have suggested that, although young
infants may be able to represent hidden objects, these
representations are likely to be weak and short-lived –
sufficient for success in most VOE tasks, which typically
require infants to represent hidden objects for only a few
seconds at a time, but not in more challenging tasks (e.g.
Haith, 1998, 1999; Haith & Benson, 1998; Munakata,
2001; Munakata et al., 1997).

In a recent experiment, Yuyan Luo, Laura Brueckner,
Yuko Munakata and I tested whether 5-month-old
infants in a VOE task could represent a hidden object
for a substantial delay (Luo, Baillargeon, Brueckner &
Munakata, 2003). To succeed in the experiment, the
infants had to reason about an object hidden 3 or 4
minutes prior to the test trials.

The infants were assigned to a thin- or a thick-box
condition (see Figure 15). The infants in the thin-box
condition first received five familiarization trials. During
the first trial (box-familiarization event), a screen lay flat
on the apparatus floor, toward the infants, and an experi-
menter placed a thin box behind the screen, against the
back wall of the apparatus. Because the box was thin (in
depth), a substantial gap remained between the box and
the screen. The second, third and fourth familiarization
trials (screen-familiarization event) were all identical: at
the start of each trial, the screen was raised to hide the
box. After the screen was raised in the fourth familiar-
ization trial, it remained upright for the rest of the experi-
ment: the infants never again saw the box. During the
fifth and final familiarization trial (cylinder-familiarization
event), the experimenter placed a tall cylinder on the
apparatus floor, next to the left wall. A timer was set for
an interval of  either 3 or 4 minutes when the screen
was raised for the last time at the start of the fourth
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familiarization trial; during this interval, the infants
completed their fourth and fifth familiarization trials
and then interacted with their parent for whatever time
remained in the interval. When the timer rang to signal
the end of the interval, the test trials began. The infants
received two blocks of  three test trials in which they
saw the cylinder move back and forth behind the screen.
The infants in the thick-box condition received identical
familiarization and test trials, except that the box was
much thicker so that there was almost no gap between
the box and the screen. Thus, it was possible for the
cylinder to move back and forth behind the screen in the
thin- but not the thick-box condition.

The same results were found for the infants who
received a 3- or a 4-min delay. In the first block of test
trials, the infants in the thick- and thin-box conditions

tended to look equally; their responses were essentially
at ceiling, no doubt because they had never seen the
cylinder move across the apparatus before. In the second
block of trials, the infants in the thick-box condition
looked reliably longer than those in the thin-box condi-
tion, suggesting that they (1) remembered the thick or
thin box behind the screen after the delay, and (2) real-
ized that the cylinder could pass behind the screen when
the thin but not the thick box was present.

Conclusions

The results just summarized provide little support for
the notion that young infants’ representations of hidden
objects are weak and short-lived. To the contrary, they
suggest that, by 5 months of age, infants’ representations
of hidden objects are robust enough to withstand signi-
ficant delays.

6. Final remarks

What do infants know about hidden objects? The
research reviewed in this article supports six general con-
clusions. First, infants as young as 2.5 months of age
realize that an object continues to exist after it becomes
hidden behind an occluder, inside a container or under
a cover. Second, infants are rather poor initially at pre-
dicting when an object behind an occluder, inside a con-
tainer or under a cover should be hidden. Third, infants’
predictions gradually improve as they identify the vari-
ables relevant for predicting outcomes in each event cat-
egory. Fourth, infants who have identified a variable in an
event category (1) can detect surreptitious changes and
other violations involving the variable, and (2) can some-
times also generate explanations to make sense of these
violations. Fifth, infants who have not yet identified a
variable (1) cannot detect surreptitious changes and other
violations involving the variable, but (2) can detect such
violations after being taught the variable, both immedi-
ately and after a 24-hour delay. Finally, all of  these
findings are consistent with the new account of infants’
physical reasoning presented here, which assumes that
both event-general and event-specific expectations con-
tribute to infants’ responses to physical events.
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